"General Aviation and European Air Transport System - Third Call FP7"

Workshop no 2

BRUSSELS, Polish Science Contact Agency (Pol SCA), Rue du Throne 98, 1050 Brussels

on 23 November 2009

9:30 Registration, coffee

Session A – Working Objectives
Chairman: Krzysztof FRĄCKOWIAK (Pol SCA),

10:00 Welcome – Krzysztof FRACKOWIAK (Pol SCA)
10:10 Goals of workshop, agenda, etc – Zbigniew WOŁEJSZA (IoA)

Session B – Specific Objectives – Review of proposals, which are being prepared for 3rd Call and future FP7 calls.
Chairman: Adriaan de Graaff (Ad Cuenta)

10:20 GA ATS no1 (Warsaw, July) results after four months – Krzysztof PIWEK (IoA)
10:30 Info about proposals for 3rd Call – 10 minutes each:
   • GA General
      o EPATS PLUS – Krzysztof PIWEK (IoA)
   • GA Avionics
      o SASHA – Jorge BUENO GOMEZ (ISDEFE)
   • GA Novel Technologies
      o AEROVAN – Zdobyslaw GORAJ (WUT)
   • GA Engines
      o GA_ENG – S. DMYTRIYEV / Y. GURO (Ivchenko)
   • GA Smart Technologies – Ernst SEMERAD (AIT)
   • GA Hazardous States
      o SESRA, ACRA – Zdenek MIKULKA (Evektor)
   • GA Cabin Comfort
      o SACC – Zdenek MIKULKA (Evektor)

Discussion (other projects, level of maturing, ranking, next steps)

11:40 Discussion about future L2 project for next Calls of FP7 – timing and content:
   • GA Engine – tbd
   • AEROVAN – Zdobyslaw GORAJ (WUT)
   • EPATS – Krzysztof PIWEK (IoA)

12:00 Remarks by Jose M. MARTIN HERNANDEZ (DG RTD) and discussion with involvement of the Commission

12:30 Sandwich Lunch
Session C – Strategic Objectives – How GA Community should cooperate with EC and its support institutions.

Chairman: (Marchello AMATO (CIRA))

13:00 Short overview of Europarliment GA Resolution and expected EC/sector actions – Zbigniew TUREK
13:15 Commission's actions in response to Europarliment GA Resolution. – Liam BRESLIN (DG RTD)
13:25 Discussion on GA/Small Aircraft participation in GoP and cooperation in preparing of SRA-3 – Adriaan de GRAAFF (Ad Cuenta)
13:40 Transnational cooperation and joint programming for GA – Zbigniew TUREK (Polish National Contact Point)

14:00 Discussion

Session D – How to organise ourselves

moderator: Andrzej PODSADOWSKI (Clean SKY)

14:15 Problem definition/why, how and which way – Andrzej PODSADOWSKI (Clean SKY)
14:30 IMG4 point of view – cooperation with European GA Community – Chris OVENDEN (IMG4)
14:45 Possible solution – EGAC? – Zbigniew TUREK (PNCP)

15:00 Discussion

15:45 Next steps and closing remarks of workshop – Zbigniew WOŁEJSZA (IoA)
16:00 End of workshop